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Posterior simulation

• For the situation where we know π(θ)p(Y | θ) = f (y, θ), in the sense
that we can write an expression or program that gives its value for each
possible value of θ, but we do∫ not know how to draw randomly from the
pdf in θ defined by f (Y, θ)/ f (Y, θ)dθ, because it defines no standard
distribution.
• Two main approaches: Importance sampling and Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC).
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Importance Sampling

• Suppose θ has pdf p(θ), defining a non-standard distribution. We would
like to calculate the expectation of a function g(θ) under the distribution
defined by p.
∫
Ep[g(θ)] =

∫
g(θ)p(θ)dθ =

[

]

g(θ)p(θ)
g(θ)p(θ)
q(θ)dθ = Eq
.
q(θ)
q(θ)

for any pdf q(θ).
• So estimate the expectation of θ under p by drawing randomly from the
distribution defined by q and weighting the draws of g(θ) by p(θ)/q(θ).
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• requires that p(θ) > 0 ⇒ q(θ) > 0. In fact there are problems even if
p/q just becomes very large in parts of the parameter space, because
this tends to make a few, rare draws completely dominate the weighted
average.
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MCMC: General principles

• Given a draw θj , one generates a new draw θj+1 from a distribution that
may depend on θj (but not on earlier draws). The draws are generally
serially correlated across j (unlike the importance sampling draws), but
eventually their sample distribution function converges to that of the
target distribution.
• Need to have the target a fixed point. Often proving this can proceed
by showing that, when θj is drawn from the target p0 pdf, the transition
mechanism implies that the joint pdf p(θj+1, θj ) satisfies p(θj+1, θj ) =
p(θj , θj+1).
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More principles
• But then need also to insure that the algorithm will not get stuck. This
will depend on the particular algorithm, on the shape of the boundaries
of the parameter space, and on the nature of the target pdf.
• Can’t even get the target to be a fixed point if the target is not integrable.
Note that we do not need to know the target’s scale in order to implement
these algorithms, so failing to detect non-integrability is a real possibility.
• These methods really do require the Markov property. One can be
tempted to systematically tune up the algorithm based on what has been
learned about the target distribution from previous draws. If this is
done systematically and repeatedly, it makes the algorithm deliver wrong
answers.
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Checking convergence and accuracy

• Accuracy: assuming current sample is representative, do we have enough
accuracy for our purposes?
• Accuracy can be diﬀerent for diﬀerent functions of β in the same sample.
• Convergence: Can we treat this sample as “representative”, i.e. as
having visited all relevant regions and displayed all relevant modes of
variation?
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Eﬀective sample size

• Assuming convergence, we can estimate a model (e.g. an AR or VAR),
use it to generate the ACF Rθ (j) of the draws, and compute
(

)
T
∞
1∑ j
1 ∑ |T − j|
. 1∑
Var
θ =
Rθ (j) =
Rθ (j)
T
T
T
T −∞
j=−T

• This can be compared to what the variance of the mean θj would have
been if the sample were i.i.d.:
1
Rθ (0) .
T
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• Then we can use as a measure of “eﬀective sample size”
T R (0)
∑ θ
.
Rθ (j)
• It is not uncommon for MCMC to produce eﬀective sample sizes of only a
few hundred when the number of draws is in the hundreds of thousands.
This implies such great dependence across j that even the eﬀective
sample size numbers, not to mention the mean of θj , is unreliable. It is
likely to be a symptom of non-convergence.
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Another approach to eﬀective sample size
• Break the sample into k pieces
√ indexed by i. Calculate sample average
ḡi of g(βj ) for each piece. 1/ k times sample standard deviation of the
ḡi’s is an estimate of the standard error of the sample mean from the
overall sample.
• This is accurate to the extent that the pieces are long enough so that
dependence between them is weak. Span of dependence among βj draws
must be considerably shorter than the length of the pieces.
• “Eﬀective sample size”: Variance from the whole sample, if had i.i.d.
sample, would be N/k times the variance of sample means across pieces.
So if s2k is the sample variance of the means of the pieces and s2N the
sample variance from the whole sample, eﬀective sample size is ks2N /s2k .
This could in principle be larger than N , but in practice is usually much
smaller than N.
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Convergence checks based on subsample blocks

• That eﬀective sample size is similar with diﬀerent choices of k and is
growing more or less linearly with N is a criterion for convergence.
• We are more suspicious of non-convergence in the beginning blocks of
an MCMC chain. So some convergence checks (e.g. one suggested by
Geweke) compare behavior of draws in the first part of the sample to
behavior in the latter part.
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Convergence checks based on multiple chains

• Start from diﬀerent places.
• After one or two, start from a place that is fairly unlikely according to
initial runs. Variation across runs from diﬀerent starting points can be
treated like variation across pieces of the sample.
• Often this leads to diﬀerent conclusions about accuracy and convergence
than working with pieces of a single run.
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Potential scale reduction

• This is the recommended diagnostic in BDA.
• It is

√

n−1
B
+
,
n
nW
where n is the number observations per chain in m separate chains, with
“over-dispersed” starting points, B is between group variance, and W is
within-group variance.

• BDA suggests splitting each chain in two, because this measure clearly
misses one kind (opposite trends) of convergence failure. But there are
other kinds that the method still misses.
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Is accuracy suﬃcient?
• If convergence is ok, the sample size may or not be big enough: That
depends on whether the estimated accuracy of your estimate of E[β] is
within tolerances based on substantive considerations.
• Thinning. If eﬀective sample size is running at about N/10, why not
throw out all but every 10’th draw? This will make the result look more
like an i.i.d. sample, but will not improve, and may harm, accuracy of
estimates of E[g(βj )]. However, it is often done, because the cost of
moderate thinning (more like every 3rd or 4th draw, here) in reduced
accuracy will be relatively small compared to the savings in disk space,
if all the draws are being saved.
• Accuracy may be adequate for some g’s and not others. Eﬀective sample
size may diﬀer across g’s. But if convergence looks bad for one g, it
should not be very comforting that for other g’s it looks ok.
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Trace plots

• These simply plot elements of θj , or functions g(θj ), against j. They will
show clearly trending behavior, or slow oscillations, or switches between
regions with diﬀerent characteristics. The coda package (there is an
R version, but also an Octave/Matlab version) generates these with a
single command.
• They are not foolproof. If there are large high-frequency oscillations,
they may obscure trends and low-frequency oscillations. In large MCMC
samples the plot may even look like a black smear.
• If eﬀective sample size is small, but the trace plots are black, it may help
to do trace plots of thinned samples.
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Metropolis algorithm

Target kernel p(θ)
Proposal density q(θ′ | θ)
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

∗
∗
Generate a proposed θj+1
from θj using the q(θj+1
| θj ) distribution.
∗
Calculate ρ = p(Y | θj+1
)/p(Y | θj ).
Draw u from a U (0, 1) distribution.
∗
If ρ ≥ u, set θj+1 = θj+1
. Otherwise θj+1 = θj .
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Proof of fixed point property for Metropolis

We want to show that if θ is drawn from the target density p(θ), and θ′
is then drawn by the Metropolis algorithm conditioned on θ as the previous
draw using a q that is symmetric, i.e. with q(θ′ | θ) = q(θ | θ′), the resulting
joint distribution is symmetric in θ and θ′. This implies that θ′ has the
same marginal distribution as θ, i.e. that given by the target density p.
The joint distribution of θ and θ′ consists of a certain amount of
probability concentrated on the θ = θ′ subspace, plus a density over the
rest of the parameter space. The part on the θ = θ′ subspace is obviously
symmetric in θ and θ′, so we can confine our attention to the density over
the rest.
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Symmetry of the density
Consider the region in which p(θ) < p(θ′). In this region, draws are
never rejected. Since the draws are not rejected in this region, in this region
the joint density is just q(θ′ | θ)p(θ).
Now consider the part of the parameter space, in which p(θ′) < p(θ).
In this region, a proposal draw θ′ is rejected with probability p(θ′)/p(θ), so
the joint density is
(

′

)

p(θ )/p(θ) q(θ′ | θ)p(θ) = p(θ′)q(θ′ | θ) = p(θ′)q(θ | θ′)

where the last equality invokes the symmetry condition. Since p(θ′) < p(θ),
this last expression is exactly the density at the symmetric opposite point
— where θ′ is the previous point and θ is the proposal.
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How to pick jump distributions, pitfalls
If the parameter space Θ has pieces separated by bands with zero
probability under the target density, the proposal density must have large
enough support to jump across the bands.
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Obviously for the pictured target density, the jump density has to have
support spanning an interval of length greater than .5.
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More on jump distributions

• Even with a jump density with unbounded support, like a normal density,
if the probability is concentrated mainly in a small region around 0, it
may take an extremely long time before the Metropolis iterations actually
start sampling the second lobe of the distribution.
• In a multivariate distribution that is approximately Gaussian in shape in its
high-probability region, practice suggests that finding the local Gaussian
approximation in the neighborhood of the peak θ̂, i.e. a N (θ̂, Σ) with
Σ = −(∂ 2 log(f (Y, θ))/∂θ∂θ′)−1, and then taking the jump distribution
to be N (0, kΣ), with k about .3, is a practical starting point.
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Picking k

• By making k very small, we can make the acceptance rate for draws very
high, but since the steps the algorithm takes will be very small, serial
correlation will be high and convergence slow.
• By making k very large, we can make the steps proposed large, but this
may make the rate at which proposals are rejected very high, which again
will create serial correlation and slow convergence.
• And this strategy of using the normal approximation around the peak
only makes sense if the target density is in fact somewhat Gaussian in
shape.
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• For a bimodal distribution, one might use a jump distribution with a kΣ
that varied with θ, matching the local expansion at one mode when the
last draw was near that mode and matching the local expansion at the
other node when near than one.
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Metropolis-Hastings

Removes the symmetry requirement from the Metropolis algorithm.
∗
1. Draw θj+1
from q(· | θj ).

2. Construct
ρ=

p(θj+1)q(θj | θj+1)
.
p(θj )q(θj+1/θj )

∗
3. If ρ > 1, θj+1 = θj+1
.
∗
4. Otherwise P [θj+1 = θj+1
] = ρ; P [θj+1 = θj ] = 1 − ρ.
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Gibbs sampling
• Suppose our parameter vector has two blocks, i.e. θ = (θ1, θ2), and that
we use as our proposal distribution q(θ′ | θ) = p(θ2′ | θ1), holding θ1′ = θ1.
• Since this makes the ratio of the proposal density to the target density
constant, it satisfies the conditions for an M-H algorithm if we accept
every draw.
• If on the next draw we draw from p(θ1′ | θ2) and then continue to
alternate, the algorithm is likely (subject to regularity conditions) to
converge.
• Obviously this is a useful idea only if, despite p being non-standard, the
conditional densities for the blocks are standard. This happens more
than you might expect.
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Metropolis-within-Gibbs, etc.

• The fixed-point theorems for these algorithms concern a single step.
• Therefore the fixed point property holds even if we change the algorithm,
say alternating Metropolis with Gibbs, with M-H, etc.
• Also Gibbs can obviously be done for more than two blocks.
• A common situation: Gibbs can be done for k of n blocks, but there is a
small number n − k of blocks for which the conditional distributions are
non-standard.
• One can then do straight Gibbs for the k blocks, and for the other n − k
use Metropolis steps with the conditional densities as targets.
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